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Employee demand is driving companies to evaluate the provisioning of support for a range of device and smart phone 
technologies, including: traditional PCs, Blackberry, Android devices, iPhone, laptops (including Macbooks), iPad and 
other tablet devices.  In addition to the devices themselves, IT organizations are also being asked to support the operating 
systems and applications that enable employees to use these devices most effectively within the corporate context. 
Following are 6 key considerations for IT organizations evaluating how best to support these mixed environments. 

1.  Impact of Expanding Device Options Offered and Supported 

 If your organization is contemplating expanding the selection of company-offered mobile devices for employees, 
recognize that this will lead to changes in the type of support and service employees will need and expect from IT 
and the service desk. It may also prompt changes to roles within these areas. After the cost pressures and staffing 
constraints of the last few years, many service desks are challenged with managing even their current workload, 
let alone taking on more.  Adapting to these new mobile device support needs doesn’t have to be an obstacle or 
burden for IT – however it may require some enhancements to the support model and structure, along with a readily 
expandable resource pool. Your organization can take a leadership role in enabling your company’s employees in 
this new era of mobility. 

2.  Mixed Mobile Options Present One Challenge, Mixed PC & Tablet Another 

 In addition to mixed mobile phone options, some organizations are supporting environments with a mix of laptop 
and tablet devices as well – all of which arguably fall into the mobile arena. Supporting environments with mixed 
PC, Macbook, iPad and other tablets places still further demands on the IT and service desk organizations. Mixed 
laptops mean multiple operating systems (Windows 7, Mac OS X), and mixed applications such as Microsoft Office 
2003, 2007 or 2010 for PCs, and Office 2008 and 2011 for Mac. Resource-constrained service desks are already 
challenged supporting simple PC-only environments on technical issues, and often do not provide extensive 
application support.  With Mac and iPad, technical support needs increase and users may additionally need support 
on Mac applications such as Office for Mac, or iWork applications. 

3.  “Bring Your Own Device” Environments

 Beyond expanding the approved set of devices offered to employees by the company, the question often comes 
up on whether to allow and/or support employees’ personal devices for business use. Many employees today have 
purchased devices for personal use and are looking to use those same devices for work, rather than having to learn, 
carry and maintain separate equipment. Often, they’re willing to foot the cost of the device, presenting a sizeable 
cost-savings opportunity for the company. Some companies are themselves creating a “bring your own” environment 
by offering stipends or expense reimbursement to employees. But, allowing the use of personal devices for work-
related functions poses challenges for IT beyond those noted above. In a “bring your own” environment, the array of 
devices can be “expanded but still limited set” or “any device of choice”. Either way, licensing, purchasing, warranty 
and maintenance concerns come into play along with security and personal privacy issues. Questions like the 
following need to be addressed:

• Who owns the license, device or software should the employee leave or be terminated?

• Who pays for maintenance plans?

• Will the organization supply software – such as Microsoft Office or Apple iWork software? 

• Should the organization control which additional applications employees can install?

 Some organizations take yet another approach in which they allow virtually unlimited choice of device, but offer 
guidance to employees on which devices are best suited to the corporate infrastructure and/or best supported by the 
company service desk.  In this model, service desk personnel may be asked to consult on device selection.

 A significant issue in the “bring your own” environment  is how to provide user support. If you choose to direct end-
users to find their own support along with the devices of their choice, you’ll trade-off control and security, and most 
likely see a decline in their productivity and satisfaction (uncertain of where to go for different types of support).  If 
you opt to provide full support, you’ll maintain the highest degree of control and security, but will need a specialized 
set of resources with expertise across a range of devices and applications.
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 4.  Data Security & Network Access Considerations

 Every organization has unique security standards that need to be carefully considered when developing policies 
for mobile devices. Publicly traded companies and healthcare organizations for example are subject to regulatory 
requirements, whereas other companies may just need to consider privacy and trade secrets. Data and network 
security requirements can present additional challenges, particularly when devices are owned by the employee. 
Documenting clear guidelines and processes regarding security of devices will reduce potential risks. 

 Whichever practices, policies and procedures an organization chooses to embrace, once developed, it is essential 
that the mobile device and personal computing policy is accessible and properly communicated to IT staff, end-users 
and third-party service vendors. With solid process and documentation in place, service desk personnel, whether 
internal or third-party, can help to ensure compliance. 

 Other key security considerations and concerns: 

• How to provide secure access to the corporate network?

• Must devices have sophisticated security features, including data encryption, in order to be supported?

• Should corporate data be stored only on a secure server, or can it be stored in the “cloud” and accessed via 
specialized client applications or a web-based interface?

• Should security policies require password or remote wipe on personal devices?

• Procedures for lost / stolen devices (i.e. supported through central service desk or via device providers)? 

5.  Increased Demand for User Support, and Change In Type of Support 

 With the expansion of mobile devices in the workplace, the demand for Help Desk support will naturally increase, 
and the nature and type of calls will change. Some of this support will continue to be fairly basic. But with the 
increasing sophistication of devices, and the increasing convergence across devices and applications, calls for help 
requiring more consultative support will increase. Expect more calls on technical, set-up,  and remote access topics 
unique to the different devices, more questions related to the unique device operating systems, as well as calls for 
application “how to” support, such as calendar and email synchronization, or how to view or edit a Microsoft Office 
document from a mobile device, how to recover lost data or documents, and questions unique to individual users’ 
particular needs associated with the industry, line of business and/or job function they are in.

 Support in a mixed mobile environment requires a level of specialization and expertise, as well as ongoing training, 
for personnel providing the service. The role becomes more of  a mobility productivity consultant – one who can as 
easily assist an administrative assistant (with managing an executive’s calendar and contacts across desktop, laptop 
and mobile device) as assist a senior level sales executive (with delivering a client presentation from an iPad).  Many 
IT organizations today have altered their policies to allow outside devices into their organizations but are not able or 
prepared to offer support.

6.  Raising the Bar 

 With all of the momentum around supporting a range of new devices, and even executive level attention in this 
arena, IT has a unique opportunity to proactively lead the discussion rather than be on the receiving end. There 
is an opportunity as well to raise the standard of service delivered by IT, 
including a case for increased resources and funding. Previously pressured 
to cut costs, and economize on service delivery, the service desk is taking 
on heightened importance and value. Many IT leaders have already 
recognized these opportunities and taken a leadership role in evaluating 
new and unique support models, surveying company employees for input on 
support expectations and mapping out alternative approaches to take their 
organizations to the next level of workforce mobility.
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PC Helps is the leading provider 
of supplemental help desk 
support services for companies 
of all sizes, including many 
Fortune 1000 firms. As experts 
in end-user support, PC Helps’ 
full spectrum of on-demand 
support services include  
desktop, cloud, Microsoft Office 
and mobile device applications 
including Apple and Mac-related 
applications and devices.


